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3. dTO otdcoo v0T:29-07-2021 

g020ead()dao 

APPEAL MEMO UNDER CLAUSE 29.03 OFKERC(CONDITIONS OF 
SUPPLY) 2006 

On 

3.50.J.go(0) 

The Appell a nt begs to submit as under: 
1.It is submit ted that the APPELLANT herein is a registered 

consumer who has availed power in the month of October 
2011, the Appellant has obtained electricity installation from 

HESCOM with LT installation bearing R.R.No.MP330753 initially 
with a sanctioned load of 60HP under In dustrial Tariff LT-5(b). 
Further the load was enhanced to the tune of 66HP+500 Watts 

16.09.2014. The Appellant thereafter was using the 
electricity supplied to the installation and regularly paying 
the electricity bills without any default. 

pass 

2. Such being the state of affairs, the Respondent No.l On 
21.08.202O (dated 14.08.2020) issued a Final Bill stating 
that "the meter reading was quantified as 15 instead of 20 
for a period from "January 2018 to August 2020" by 
applying correct multiplying factor as alleged, the difference 
of amount worked out to the tune of Rs10,74,835/-the same 
is produced herein as ANNEXURE-A. 

3. Being aggrieved by the impugned commu nication the same 
is objected by the Appellant and since this Authority is 
constituted under Section 126 of the Electricity Act 2003 
it is humbly prayed before this Authority not to influence 
the claims previously made by the same Authority and 
the matter may be heard on merits and on impartial 
manner and it is also accepted that this Authority will 

speaking order in of clause 29.03 of 

....3 

D 

terms 

Conditions of Supply. 



4. That it is to bring to the notice of this Hon'ble Authority that 
in the event of disputed claim in respect of disputed 

meter, the Assessing Authority namely the Respondent No. 1, 
before passing the final order on disputed demand should 
refer the matter to the Chief Electrical Ins pectorate who is the 
competent authority to look in to the defects iin the disputed 
meter and so also to assess the quantum of energy as per the 
Notification No.K.E.R.C./COs/D/07/ 10 Dated:01.07.2010 
published in Karnataka Gazette dated: 22.07.201o. 

5. It is submitted that in the event of a disputed claim in 
respect of a disputed meter, as per the Karnataka 

Electricity Regulatory Commission, Conditions of Supply 
clause 27.00 amended Notification dated O1-07-2010 and 
so also the Hon'ble Courts of Law, time and again have 

held that any unilateral decision about the correctness or 
otherwise of the meter should be referred to an 

Competent Authority i.e., Electrical Inspector. 
6. The said disputed meter was thereafter tested/ checked 

on11.01.2018, 18.O1.2019& 13.05.2020 by the HESCOM 
Asst Exe Engineer(Ele.)L.T.Meter Rating Sub Division and it was 
only all eged to be noted on 03.07.2020 that there was an error 
in entering the Multiplying Constant (MC) where the MC wase 
ntered as 15 instead of 20. It is evident to note that the Pre 
Commissioning Test Report was generated on l1.01.2018 and 
same has been cross checked by the Ac counts staff of the 
Respondent No. 1 office as well as the same is/wa saudited by the 
Internal Audit Wing at statutory intervals. The copy of the rating 
report dtd: 11.01.2018 is herewith produced as ANNEXURE -B. 

7. Further, it ls submitted that the LT Meter Rating Sub 
Division conducted a Test of the disputed meter in the month 
of January 2018 and accordingly without application of mind 
the Accounts staff have wrongly entered the Multiplying 
Constant as K-15, which is forthcoming from the report dated 
03.07.2020 vide ANNEXURE-A-1 which cle arly shows that the 
Respondent No. 1 & 2 are passing on the liability on the innocent 
Appellant/ consumer by covering up their negligence and So also 

mistake/misfeasance on his part and their officials for having not 
got rectified the samne forover a period of Two Years, which is 
wholly perverse andabuse of process/jurisdiction vested in him. 

8. Further it is submitted that the Respondent No. lsitting asAssessing 
Officer should take the aforesaid factsinto consideration and 

not by simply terming it as short claim charges which ought 
to have covered up the negligence acts of the of the Revenue staff 
of the Respondent No.1 by shifting burden on the Appellant, which 
is wholly illegal andunsustainable under law. There fore, the 

impugned demand vide Annexure-A issued by Respondent No.l is 

9. KERC Condition of Supply Reg. 26.02 

Si.No. 
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Periodicity of testing of meters by the licensee. 
Nature of Installation 

1. HT Installation 

GROUNS 

2. LT Power Installations 
a) More than 40 HP 
b) 40HP and Below 

3. Other Installations 

Periodicits of Testing 
Every Six Months 

Once in a Year. Once in 2 
Years. Once in 5 Years 

liable to bequashed. 



Note:A11 Installations whose average 
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tess than 20 units per KW per month or more than 300 

units per KW per month shall be mandatorilå 

every year. 
said 

consumption is 

in 

that the 
it From reading the 

Schedule of checking, which is given in Supply Conditions of 

the Licensee, every LT Installation more than 40 HP is required to 

be checked every year. It is learnt that the installation of 66 

HP was regularly checked during all these years (disputed 
period). 

regulation, emerges 

tested 

10. It is settled law that "no wrong doer should be enabled by law 

to take advantage of his own wrong doings'". The concerned 

Respondent individual, representing HESCOM isa party to the 

Agreement between himself and the Consumer. 

Respondent No.l cannot, by violating the KERC Regulations 
put the consumer into financial incónvenience taking advantage 
of his superior position. In the instant case the Wrong 
doings on the part of the officer of the HESCOM has caused 
serious financial inconve niences which are actual loss, 
expected loss, physical, mental, emotional suffering insults of 

injury erring or loss which have to compensate by the 
official. 

11. Further the Appellant hereby submits that the right of the 
HESCOM to recover any amount fron the Consumer exits only 
when the respondent herein have acted in accordance with 

the regulations issued by the commission and not otherwise. 
Thereby the HESCOM has no right to recover any ammount 
arising out of his oWn commissions and omissions. 

12.It is also submitted that in term of clause 4.9 of Conditions of 

Licensee Supply:"Th e shall pro vid e and maintain with the 

the Consumer a meter card for recording meter reading. The 

Licensee shall record the meter reading and date of read ing in 

the meter card provided to the Consumer", the licensee herein has 

failed to produce such "Meter Card" as contemplated in the 

aforesaid clause before the supervi sory/appellat e Authorities from 

day 1 (one) to ascertain the facts of the case. 

13.It is further submitted that since the matter relates to the 
Karnataka High 

correctness of meter, it has been held by 

Court that various judgment 

The 

14. Kind attention of this Hon'ble Authority is invited to para no.7 

of the said judgmnent of Hon'ble High Court of Karnataka in 
another us Topasa Ramasa Patil, Karnataka Electricity Board and 

1991Kar. 909(DB)'Dispute 
1991 (1) Kar.L.J.3 13 (DB):ILR 

regarding correctness of a meter installed in the consumer 

premises:- in case of under recording board to raise dispute before 

Electrical In spector, in case of over recording consumer being the 

effected party, he should raise the d is pute, once such dispute is 

raised modification of bill should await decision of the Electrical 

Inspectorate, having regard to the fact that the meter was 

allegedly recording incorrect from theveryfirst date of service 

of January 2018 and subsequently a back 
namely 11th 
billing was raised after a period of 2 years is paterntly illegal 

in the eyes of law, also having regard to the fact that 

recoVery proceedings were initiated during the year 2020 

after a lapse of nearly Two years, the claim itself is barred by 

limitation. 

15. Kir 

any unilateral decision 

about the correctness or otherwise of the meter should be 

referred to an Authority called Electrical Inspecter. 
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15. Kind attention of this Hon'ble Authority is invited to para 
no.77 & 78 of the said judgment of Hon'ble High Court of 
Ju dicatui-e at Born bay Civil Appellate Jurisdiction in 
Maharashtra State Electricity Distribution Company Limited 
Vs The Electricity Ombudsman & The Sub Divisional Officer 
BSNL in Writ Petition No. 10764 of 2011 (Bench of Three) 
(FULL BENCH) as under: 

77.There, the Division Bench held and agreed with the Learned 
Single Judge of this Court that the sum became due and payable 
after a valid bill has been sent to the consumer. Itdoesnot become 

due otherwise. Once again and with great re s p e ct, the 
understanding of the Division Bench and the Learned Single Judge 
with whose Judgment the Divisionench Concurred in Rototex 
Polyester(supra) is that the electricity supply is continued. The 
recordirng of the supply is on an apparatus or a machine known in 
other words as anelectricity meter. After that recording is noted that 
the electricity supply company/ distribution company raises a bill. 
That bill seeks to recover the charges for themonth to month supply 
based on the meter reading. Forexample, for the month of December, 
2018, on the basis of the meter reading, a bill would be raised 
in the month of January, 2019. That bill would be served on the 
consumer giving him some time to pay the sumn claimed as charges 
for electricity supplied for the month of December, 2018.Thus, when 
the bill is raised and it is served, it is from the date of the 
service that the period for payment stipulated in the bill would 

has to be paid else this amount can becarriedforward 
bill for the subsequent month as arrears and included 

sum due or recoverable under the bill for the subsequent 
Naturally, the bill would amount for 
that particularmonth and payable towards the harges 

for the electricity supplied or continued to be supplied in 
that month. t is when the bill is 
becomes first �ue. We do not see how, therefore, there was any 
conflict for Awadesh Pandey 's case (supra) was a simple case of 
threat of disconnection of electricity supply for default in payment of 
the electricity charges. That was a notice of disconnection under 
which the payment of arrears was raised. It was that notice of 
disconnection setting out the demand which was under challenge in 
Awadesh Pandey's case. That demand was raised on the basis of 
the order of the Electricity Ombudsman. Once the Division Bench 
found that the challenge to the Electricity Ombudsman's order is 
not raised, by taking into account the subsequent reliefgranted by 
it to Awadesh Pandey, there was no other course left before the 
Division Bench but to dismissA wades h Pandey 's writ petition. The 
reason for that was obvious because the demand Was reworked 
on the basisof the order of the Electricity Ombudsman. That 

partially allowed the appeal of Awadesh Pandey. Oncethe facts 
in Awadesh Pandes 's case were clear and there the demand was 

within the period of twe ears, that the writ etition came to be 
dismissed. In fact, when such amount became first due, was never 
the controversy. InAwadesh Pandey's case, on facts, it was found 
that after reworking of the demand and curtailing it to the period 
of two years preceding the supplementary bill raised in 2006, that 
the bar carved out by subsection (2) ofSection 56 was held to be 

also include the 

in the 
in the 
month. 

received that the amount 

commence. Thus, within the outer limit the amount under the bill 

inapplicable. Hence there, with greatest respect, there is no conflict 
found betweenthe two Division Bench Judgments. 
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78.Assuming that it was and as noted bå the Learned Single 
as we have clarifed above, 

Judge in the referring order, still, 
eventually this is an issue uwhich has to be determined on the 

jacts and circumstances of each case. The legal provision is clear 
the facts and 

and its applicability wOuld depend upon 

Crcumstances of a given case. With respect, therefore, there was 

no need for a reference. The para 7of the Division Bench's order in 

Awadesh Pandey's 14 and 17 of the latter Case and paras 
Judgment in Rototex Pol ue ster's case should notbe read in isolation. 

Both the Judgments would have tobe read as a whole. Ultimatelu. 
Judgments are not beread like statutes. The Judgnents only interpret 

make law statutes, for statutes are alreads in place. Judges do not 
but interpret the law as it stands and enacted by the Parliament. 

Hence, ð the Judgments ofthe two Diuision Benches are read in their 
entirety as awhole and in the backdrop of the factual position, then, 

there is no difficulty in the sense that the legal provision would be 
applied and the action justified orstruck down only with reference to 
the facts unfoldedbefore the Court of law. In the circumstances, what 
we have clarified in the foregoing paragraphs would apply and 
assuning that from the Judgment in Rototex Polyester's case an 
inference is possible that a supplementary bill can be raised after 

any number ofyears, without specifying the period of arrears 
the details of the amount claimed and no bar or period oflimitation can 
be read, though provided by subsection (2) of Section 56, our view 
as unfolded in the foregoing paragraphs would be the applicable 
interpretation of the legal provision in question. Unless and until 

the preconditions set out in subsection (2) of Section 56 are satisfied, 
there is no question of the electricity supply being cutoff. Further. 
the recoveru proceedin as mau be initiated seeking to recover 
amounts beuond a period oftwo uears, but the section itself 
imposina a condition that the amount sought to be recovered as 
arrears must, in fact be reQected and shown in the bill continuOusls 

as recoverable as arrears. The claim. Canot SUCceed. Even 

Supplementau bills are raised to correct the amounts bu applying 
accurate multipluing factor, still no recovers beyond two years is 
permissible unless that Sum has been shown continuousls as 
recoverable as arrears of charges for the electricitu supplied from the 
date when Such SUm became first due and paåable. _Having 
regard to thefacts the back billing was raised beyond a period of 2 
yea rs is patently illegal in the eyes of law, also having regard to 

the fact that recovery roceedings were initiated after a lapse of 
nearly Twoyears, the claim itself is barred by limitation. 

16.Even assuming butnot admitting that there exists a liability 
could to pay back billing charges the liability not have 

been more than six months prior to the detection of 
incorrect reading in terms of regulation 28.02 of the Indian 
Elect ricity Ac t, 1910; wherein the maximum period for back 
billing shall not be more than six months, however in the 

the billing present back case 

wishes to submit that 

and 

a 

the entire 
individual responsibility is to be fixed on the Respondent 

and not on the consumer; since the mistake is admnitted by 
Even it if is variOus the licensee On OCcasionS. 

presumed that the alleged bill of impugned demand raised 

is based on facts, the same is not binding on the consumer 
defaults 

as the same is caused on the mistakes and 

committed by the concerned respondent individual. The 

Appellantis aggrieved with the licensee' sattitude which 

as well as financial 
has caused mental harassment 

bården for no faultof his own. 

18. 

hasbeen raised for 

periodin excess of six months. 
17. The Appellantalso 



18.CEA (Installation and Operation of Meters) Reg. 2005 Regu la tion 
14(2), 
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a) It shall be the responsibility of the licensee to record the 

metered d a ta maintain database of all the information 
associa te d with the COnsumer meters and verify the 
corre ct ne ss of me te red data. 

b) The licensee shall maintain accounts for the electricity 
consumption and other electrical quantities of 
COnsUmers. 

c) Brief History, date of installation and details of testing, 
cali b ration and re place me nt of meters shall be maintained 
bå the lice nsee. 

Or 

its 

From reading the above regulation it emerges that, 
there has to be a database. In view of the above this 

Authority mnay be pleased to direct the Respondent 
individual to produce this particular document which is 
prescribed by the CEAsub clause (2) of Regulation 14. If at 
all the meter recording shows that the meter constant 
was changed or there was a sudden change in the 
Consumption pattern, the Respondent should have 
intimated to the Appellant. The Appellant herein 
requests before this Hon'ble Authority to direct the 
Respondent to place on record the material evidence on 
the aforesaid regulations. 

19. It is required that the licensee is to conduct a 
businessunder Section 61 of the Electricity Act, and it 
should bedone on comnercial principles, now if 

Respondent claims illegal additions and disallowances 
arbitrarily and vexatiously from the Appellant to the tune 
of Rs 10,74,835/-which is an imnaginary until proven, 
the Respondent assumed the figure without any basis 

reaSOns valid and justifiable in The law. 
Respondent/s have confirmed that, neither of them has 

any evidence, record, document or proof to substantiate 
the supplemental claims made in the orders passed and 
inspite of there being no evidence and no proof 

whatsoever is alleged, the Respondent/shave vexatiously 
and in a malafide manner resorted to an arbitrary claim 
for extraneous reasons solely to cause hardship and 

harassment to the Appellant. As a result of the illegal 
action of additional claims made by the Respondent No.2 
without any justification valid in law and also by 
confirming the illegal claims, and disallowances made 

by the Respondent No.l without any basis orjustification 
and without any application of mind 
objective manner, the Appellant has been saddled 
with a huge claims all of which are imaginary, 
fictitious, mischievous and malafide. The entire 

actions and order of the Respondent No.labove is being 
malafide and motivated by extraneous reasOns not 

authorized by law and without being guided by any of 
the correct legal positions and the facts and materials 
On record, the entire demand as well as thne 

impugned order of the Respondent No.I is liable to 

in a 

the 

fair and 

beset aside and quashed by this Authority. 



20.The Appellant further praysthat the Respondent 

above, the Meter 
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of 

Reader and the concerned individual 
to appear in Summoned the Accounts section be 

Authority and to person before this 
explaintheir 

conduct and behavior in the most vexatious, arbitrary 

and malafide manner for causing deliberately hard ship 

and harassment to the Appellant to create fictitious 
demands and to justify their existence by doing so. In 

view of the atrocious nature of the illegal and high 

handed action of Respondent No.I & 2 and the total 
non-application of mind by thne licensee on the 
facts and the law applicable, this Authority may be 
pleased to summon the records of the Respondent 
No. 2, the Meter Reader and the Concerned 
individual of the Accounts section to record their 
statement to resolve the controversy and to render 

is most 

case. 

No.2 

21.lt is further submitted that in terms sub clause(vi) of clause 
4.08 Commnencement of Supply in the Conditions of Supply, 
the Accounts Section may be directed to place on record, 
the Service Certificate issued at the time of service duly 
mentioning all the parameters as prescribed under the 
regulation. Therefore this Authority may kindly place on 
record such service of certificate issued in terms 

aforesaid clause SO as to ascertain the facts of the 

multiplying 22.It is further submitted that there is no such 
and there is no such definition constant mentioned 

under law to prove as to whether the meter reading 

(KWH) reflected in the meter is to be multiplied by the CT 

Ratio. Accordingly this Authority may be pleased to direct the 
licensee to kindly place on record the material approved by 

law as evidence to prove their contention as alleged that 
the CT Ratio be multiplied by (Meter the KWH is to 

Constant). 

wishes to 

23.As a citizen of the nation and a consumer, the Appellant is 

bound to understand what action is initiated against the 
responsible for their respective authorities alleged 

lapses. In case if these particulars are not furnished to 
insist the same the Appellarnt, the complainant would 

under RTI Act to proceed fu r t her, under the provision 

of law under force. 

further state that the 
24. The Appellant 

installation of meter and metering equipment was done 

by the Respondent licensee and they used to physically 

verify the metering equipment including CT on various 

Occasions and nothing wrong wva s ever found by them. 

Necessary entries regarding installation of meter and 

CTs were made by the Respondents and the Appellant 
in these 

has no authority to interfere in any marnner 

acts. It is proved fact that the fault is on the part of the 

licensee at each and every stage. 

25 

effective justice to the Appellant, which 
essential in the interest ofjustice. 
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25. The next important aspect ln this matter is raising the 
bill for the servic e connection on the basis of Kilo Watt Hour 
(KwH) by the concerned meter reader, who was entrusted 
with the responsibility of reading the meter for raising the 

bills. The initial response of the Respondent individual asdue 
to "technical reasons" is found to be the work of the Meter 
Reader. The concerned Meter Reader and t he Account 
Section from whon an explanation should be called so 

as to ascertain the facts of the case, it ispretty clear 
thatbecause of want of caution on the part of the meter 
reader and the Account Section, the present situation is 
likely to come up. There is likelihood that the person 
responsible forthis situation mày be met with mnild or no 
punishment, which wouldnot help the appellant in any 

26.The another important aspect in this matter is raising the bill 
for the serviceconnection on the basis of Kilo WattHour (KWH) 
the Appellantherein doubts on normal functioning of meter as 
the Respondent No 1 has raised the bills by applying 
multiplying constant which is contrary to clause 4.16 of KERC 
(Electricity Supply) Code, 2004 and its amendnents read with 
clause 26.00 BILLING PROCE DU RE / RE A DI NG OF METERS 
as specified under KERC Conditions of Supply, this Authority 
may please be inclined to know that there is no Such 

multiplying parameter approved by the Hon'ble Commission, 
therefore even on this count the Respondent is bound to 
withdraw the impugned claimn which is demanded without 

27.Looking at the above facts the licensee with deliberate 
intention, suppressed the facts of the issue and when the 
Respondent individual officer of the licensee has not 
Come with candid facts and clean hands, he cannot 

claim the short claim amount with soiled hands. If the 
respondent licensee does not disclose all the material 
facts fairly and truly but states them in a distorted 
manner with a view to mislead or deceive this Authority, 
this Authority has inherent power, in order to protect itself 
and to prevent an abuse of its process to discharge the 
rule nisi and refuse to proceed further with the 
examination On the merits. In this view of the matter, 

the Appellant prays before this Authority that the demand 
with regard to short claim should be rejected on the ground 
that the respondent individ ualhas suppressed material 

28.Therefore in view of the aforesaid para it is most 

respectfully prayed that this Hon'ble Authority may be 
pleased to direct the respondent to withdraw the 
impugned demand in the interest of justice and equity 
with cost, hence prayed accordingly. 

29.The Ap p e ll a n t also wishes to place before this Hon 'ble 
Authority justification for demanding the compensation: 

i) The Appellant herein is running a Industrial unit and the prices of the 
products supplied to the customer has a direct relation to the input cost 
and any additional input cost cannot be recove red fromn the customer's 
retrospectively. 

ii) The Ap p e ll a n t now cannot also increase the prices of the commodities 
for the reason that there is a real threat of losingthe consumers. 

iüi) In the result the Appellant has to bear this entire burden on his own 
which would cause serious financial inconvenience. The Attention of this 

Authority is also invited to the judgments in the following cases:-Luckow 
Development Authority vs M K Gupta AIR 1994 SC 787 and Rathi Memon 
vs Union of India (2001 ) 3 SCC714; 2001 SCCCRI)1 3 1 1; AIR 2000 SC 1 333. 

manner. 

Authority of law. 

facts. 
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of justice and 

running 

the 

plastic 

scrap 

unit 

and 

livelihoodof 

the/ 

30.1t 
is 

submitted 

that 

since 

the 

year 

2011 

he 

Appellant 

has 

Unit.Nowin 

view 
of 

the 

impugned 

bill, 

the 

licensee 

shall 

not 

labours 

working 

there 

under 

are 

dependernt 

on 

the 

take 

coercive 

teps 
of 

disconnection 
of 

power 

supply 

to 

the 

Appellants 

unit 

and 

by 

virtue 
of 

which 

the 

unit 

will 

be 

closed 

and 

the 

Appellant 

and 

his 

labours 

will 

sustain 

heavy 

loss 

and 

great 

hardship 

and 

their 

fanilies 
as 

wel1l 

who 

are 

dependent 

On 

the 

Appellants 

unit 

will 
be 

deprived 
of 

livelihood. 

Therefore 

in 
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ends 

of 

justice 

appropriate 

ad-

interim 

directions 

may 

kindly 

be 

issued 

to 

the 
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licensee 

not 

to 

disconnect 

the 

power 

supply 

pertaining 

to 

RR.No. 

MP 

330753 

till 

the 

pending 

disposal 

of 

this 

case 

in 

the 

interest 

equity. 
been 

said no. AEE(E)/ 

humbly 
ANNEXURE-A 

issued 

by 

the 
pt 

Res 

dtd:15.04.2021 

pondent, 

in 

the 

interest 

ofjustice 

and 

equity. 

Authority 

may 
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d 
ly 

be 
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Bill 
is 

A. 

Quash 

the 

Final 
CSD-3/AAO/441A 

this 

that, 

prayed 

PRAYER 
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it 

Therefore 

bearing 

vide 

Circumstances 

of 

the 

case, 

1n 

B. 

Pass 
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other 

orders 

as 

this 

Authority 

deems 

fit 
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the interest 

ofjustice and 

INTERIM PRAYER 

of power supply 
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b 
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ad 

Pendin 
g 
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this 

Appeal, 
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is 
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pending 
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